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Abstract. We present a constraint-based model and planning engine for
manufacturing process planning. By exploiting the expressive power of
constraint programming (CP), all relevant, sometimes conflicting pieces
of domain knowledge are represented. The planner applies standard prop-
agation techniques and customized search to find cost-optimal solutions
in presence of hard, soft and conditional constraints. The planning engine
was built on an existing general-purpose CP system and was validated
in the domains of machining and of sheet metal bending.

1 Introduction

Manufacturing process planning (PP) is the bridge between design and produc-
tion: it generates plans of discrete manufacturing operations that are executed
in a given production environment. Computer-aided process planning (CAPP)
holds the promises of better designs, lower production costs, larger flexibility, and
improved quality. There have been many research initiatives to develop appro-
priate methods and architectures for CAPP systems [15]. Recent work in CAPP
is dominated by artificial intelligence approaches, but the industrial impact of
these efforts has been embarrassingly small. While in other areas of manufactur-
ing – in design and scheduling – AI methods, and constraint-based techniques in
particular, are indeed successful, PP puts up a stout resistance to automation.
Hence, CAPP is considered now the weakest link in manufacturing automation.

The PP problem is complex because it has to include aspects of both design
and production. A process planner has to cover geometry and tolerances, mate-
rial properties, manufacturing processes and tools, holding devices, machines and
other equipments used in production. Consequently, planning expertise is typi-
cally a collection of fragmentary, context-dependent, often conflicting pieces of
advice. The actual planning problems vary with technologies (machining, sheet
metal bending, inspection, (dis)assembly), with part and resource models, as
well as with the requirements toward the plans. Solutions of any CAPP prob-
lem should comply – as far as possible – with available domain knowledge and
approach complex, production-related optimization objective.

Our goal was to develop a generic planning engine for process planning that
meets the following requirements:
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– Support the representation of the relevant pieces of PP knowledge from sev-
eral manufacturing domains, no matter whether generated by human experts
or by program modules.
– Consolidate conflicting pieces of knowledge and generate plans that approach

given optimization criteria.
– Operate in mixed-initiative, exploratory modes. Support not only generative,

but also similarity-based planning, typical in real-life engineering work.

While general purpose planning methods are infiltrated with causal reason-
ing, in PP reasoning can be isolated into specific tasks, and the problem could be
seen as solving a kind of scheduling problem as well. In order to avoid confusion
due to the different vocabularies, this paper adheres word usage accepted in the
application area.

Below, after presenting the CAPP problem, we give an account of how the
first two requirements have been met by a novel model and a planning en-
gine based on constraints [21] and the methods of constraint programming [25].
Lessons of experiments suggest that the approach can be extended to meet the
third main requirement as well.

2 The Process Planning Problem

The problem can be stated as follows: given (1) the descriptions of the blank
and the finished part (material, dimensions, tolerances, surface quality), (2) the
available production resources, and (3) the technological knowledge and opti-
mization objectives, find an executable and close-to-optimal plan. Main phases
of solving a CAPP problem [8,18] are as follows (see Fig. 1):

1. Analysis of the part, technological processes and resources yields a techno-
logical interpretation of the design specification. It determines the entities
to be produced – the so-called features – and the alternatives of producing
them with using the available resources.

2. High-level planning specifies the operations by selecting from among the
alternative resources (sets of tools, holding device and machines), determines
the sequence of operations and makes groups of operations – so-called setups
– that will be performed together, by using the same resource(s).

3. Low-level planning generates paths for moving the tools and other equip-
ments, and determines the parameters of operations (e.g., cutting speed).
Results are numerical control programs for the machines.

We are interested in high-level planning, where the complexity of the prob-
lem is concentrated. In this phase, planning is a “wicked” problem because the
tasks mutually interact: there is no evident ordering of the decisions, and partial
solutions can not be simply combined into a final one. For instance, tool selec-
tion requires knowledge of holding and machine (and vice versa); both operation
sequencing and setup planning determine the order of operations. Selection of
resources has an impact on setup planning, but setup requirements restrict the
sets of applicable resources. Decisions should be changed in order to fulfill a
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Fig. 1. The tasks of CAPP. Tasks included in our current model are within the gray
area.

constraint that arose due to a earlier decision, but this may lead to spurious
cycles in reasoning. All in all, the problem can be decomposed only at the price
of substantial simplifying assumptions.

In this study we assume that a single, standard machine is used, so we do not
deal with machine selection. This omission makes the problem more tractable
without changing its tangled structure.

Having validated the approach in the domains of machining prismatic parts
and in bending sheet-metal parts, first we describe these domains.

2.1 The Machining Domain

Machining is the classical domain of CAPP [6,16,28,29]. Here part analysis pro-
duces a feature-based model [18]. Features (like holes, slots, pockets, etc.) tie
frequently occurring geometrical and functional groups of surfaces to their pro-
duction patterns. Each operation produces just the next state of a feature; reach-
ing the finished state usually needs 3-5 operations.
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– Centering the through-hole must be
done before drilling it.

– In this orientation, the top face can be
made by a face-milling tool.

– Make large faces first.
– Make all the states of strictly toler-

anced features in one setup.
– If the through-hole is made from the

bottom face, make it before u-slot.

Fig. 2. An example workpiece and some typical constraints. The initial state is a blank
part (e.g., die cast) with unmachined surfaces.

Since most of the resources are multi-purpose and the ordering of the op-
erations on different features is only partially constrained, there are many plan
variants. Constraints arise due to the applied technology (e.g., heat treatment
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should be made before super-finishing; strictly toleranced features should be pro-
duced in one setup), to the shape of the part (e.g., accessibility of the features),
and resource compatibility (e.g., a tool needs a specific orientation of the part).

By their very definition, features have local nature and the pieces of advice
concerning their production are local, too. Hence, having added up these pieces of
advice, there is no guarantee of getting a consistent body of information. It is the
high-level planning phase that has to find an appropriate selection, combination
and ordering of the partial solutions. The final plans have to comply – as far as
possible – with the domain knowledge and to approach a cost optimum. Fig. 2
shows a sample machining problem and some of the relevant constraints.

2.2 The Bending Domain

Sheet-metal bending operations involve bending of parts on a V-shaped die with
a punch, operated by a bending machine [5,7,26]. During the operation the whole
part is moving, hence it is held by a robotic gripper. In this domain features are
bends, and the operations produce them with appropriate tools (die and punch),
holding device (gripper), and machine (press brake). Tools are of different profile
and length; usually, a tool can make shorter bends, too. Operation selection and
sequencing is based, first of all, on geometrical considerations: the part-tool and
part-part interferences must be avoided. Further on, the planner has to strive
to use a small set of tools and to minimize the repositionings of the sheet. Here
again, since the features are local, the aim is to find a consolidated set of advice
for making the complete sheet metal part. Fig. 3 shows a problem instance and
typical planning advice.
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– Make small tabs first.

– Make outside bends before inside
bends.

– Make internal tabs first.

– If bends 6 and 7 have been made prior
2 and 3, then bends 2 and 3 need exact
length tool.

– If possible, perform two collinear
bends in one operation.

Fig. 3. A bending problem and some constraints.

2.3 Related Work

One of the first approaches to planning with conflicting pieces of advice was a
constraint-based CAPP system [4]: the GARI planner generated plans by trying
to maximize the weights attached to the technological constraints fulfilled. The
idea of a planning engine to synthesize the results of several domain-specific rea-
soning modules appeared in [12]: this process planner worked with a hierarchical
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task network (HTN). (HTN-planners are still considered the most appropriate
vehicles for solving real-world planning problems [27].) However, the HTN en-
gine could only work with consistent and coherent domain knowledge and did not
concern – as most logic-based planners did not either – optimization. A similar,
modular architecture appeared in [20], while [28] suggested a blackboard-based
platform for integrating the results of various modules.

Most CAPP methods take a hierarchical approach to planning and optimiza-
tion: the planners first try to form optimal setups, then sequence the operations
relative to this so-called setup plan [2,16,29].

Some recent planners cover also part analysis and do not commit themselves
to a particular feature-based part model [3,6]. Since planning with alternative
part models requires powerful geometric reasoning and ample computing re-
sources, such planners work in limited planning domains. Even so, as [6] notes,
in manufacturing domains the search spaces can be as large as in chess.

Process planning was modeled in [1] as a temporal constraint satisfaction
problem. However, this method could handle neither inconsistent bodies of do-
main knowledge nor cost-related optimization criteria. Constraint solving tech-
niques were applied in [5] for solving sheet metal bending problems. Here con-
flicting pieces of engineering advice were handled by a special penalty system.

Since our first work in CAPP [10] we have tried to reconcile the reasoning
and optimization aspects of the problem. Later on, we defined a three-stage
framework where (1) the search space was built up (implicitly) by knowledge-
based reasoning, (2) conflicting constraint sets were relaxed, and (3) close-to-
optimal plans were extracted by genetic algorithms [11,22] or by case-based
reasoning [23]. One of the goals of the recent work is to merge the last two
planning phases by using constraint programming. To the best of our knowledge
no approach to CAPP applied this computing paradigm yet.

3 The Constraint-Based CAPP Model

Our basic approach was that we should develop an expressive and efficient
constraint-based PP model to be used with a professional constraint engine.
The available PP tools (and, in the last resort, user interaction) generate a de-
scription of the planning problem at hand, we automatically translate it to a
constraint model, and then the engine solves the problem. Obviously, we had
to find the proper balance between generality and detail of the constraint-based
model versus the efficiency of generating and solving such a system of constraints.

3.1 Operations and Resources

There is a set of n operations. The place of operation i, i ∈ [1, . . . , n] in the plan
is represented by the variable oi. The operations are irreversible, and all of them
have to be executed in sequence. Hence, the oi-s are a permutation of {1, . . . , n}.

Two resource types are modeled: each operation needs some holding device
and some tool. Usually, operations can be executed with several resource com-
binations. Let H denote the set of the possible holding devices, and T the set
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of the available tools. Each operation i needs an appropriate holding hi and a
tool ti where these variables take values from the domains Hi ⊆ H, and Ti ⊆ T ,
respectively.

3.2 Constraints

Constraint types. The types of technological constraints defined in our CAPP
model are as follows:

A) Operation precedence and neighborhood
- Operation precedence: oi < oj , i.e., operation i has to be made before j.
- Immediate operation precedence: oj = oi + 1, i.e., operation i has to be
made immediately before j.

- Neighborhood: operation j has to be made immediately either before or
after i. Expressed by a disjunctive constraint: oj = oi+1 ∨ oj = oi− 1.

B) Setup formation
- Common resource: The operations i and j, no matter where they are in
the plan, must have the same holding/tool. For holding: hi = hj .

- Shared resource within a plan segment: All operations in the plan seg-
ment between operations i and j (oi < oj) must use the same hold-
ing/tool. For holding: ∀k such that oi < ok < oj , hi = hk = hj .

C) Resource compatibility
For each operation i, a resource compatibility constraint specifies the
compatible (hi, ti) pairs, i.e., the applicable combinations from Hi × Ti.

D) Conditional constraints on precedences and resources
- Operation precedence conditioned by resource: If the selected resource of
operation i belongs to the set given in the constraint Ri, then a given
operation j has to precede another, given operation k. For holding:
hi ∈ Ri ⊆ Hi ⇒ oj < ok.

- Resource conditioned by operation precedence: If the given operation
precedences are present in the plan, then the resource set of a given
operation m is restricted. For holding:
(oi < oj)∧, . . . ,∧(ok < ol)⇒ hm ∈ Rm.

- Operation precedence conditioned by operation precedence: If one or more
given operation precedences are present in the plan, then another given
precedence is to be satisfied. (oi < oj)∧, . . . ,∧(ok < ol)⇒ oa < ob.

Hard and soft constraints. There are hard and soft constraints in our model.
Hard constraints express technological requirements that must be satisfied by
any solution: a plan cannot be executed if it violates any of the hard constraints.
Hard constraints can be defined in all of the above types.

Soft constraints are defined as follows: A base predicate is a Boolean expres-
sion made of constraints and evaluated over a plan. A base predicate evaluated
to true/false yields a binary value 1/0. Base predicates can be only of type A)
and B) defined above. Each base predicate has an attached fixed weight. This
weight reflects the importance of the property described by the base predicate.
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A predicate group is a set of base predicates. Its evaluation yields the weighed
sum of the satisfied base predicates. The same base predicate may be used in
more than one predicate groups.

A soft constraint is an expression in the form eG ≥ lG where eG is the
evaluation of a predicate group G and lG ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} is a given constant value,
called the threshold of the constraint. Hence, each soft constraint captures a set
of properties of the plan.

Soft constraints are needed (1) to express best practice by formulating com-
plex, global properties that the domain experts expect to find in “good” (i.e., not
only feasible but close-to-optimal, good looking) plans – although there might
be no proof that good plans must have these properties; and (2) to deal with
over-constrained problem formulations. For more details, see Section 4.

Examples. As for the examples of the various types of constraints defined
above, consider Figures 2 and 3:

A) On the machined part, centering (h cen) of the through-hole should be made
before twist-drilling (h drl). The right face (f ri) has to be made before
the slope, because after making the slope the left face (f le) becomes too
small as a positioning surface when making the right face. These precedence
constraints are hard. On the bending example, the first three pieces of advice
can be captured together by a soft constraint consisting of precedences.

B) On the machined part, centering and twist-drilling of the through-hole have
to be made from the same direction. This makes a hard constraint on the
applicable holdings. Further on, if the hole has strict position tolerance, then
no re-fixturing is allowed in-between the two operations; hence the holding
of the part must not be changed between centering and twist-drilling.

C) For each specific tool allowed in an operation, there can be specified the set
of compatible holdings. E.g., Table 1 gives the resource pairs that satisfy
the resource compatibility constraint for the operation uslot. (Under the
assumption that the operations are executed on a vertical, 3-axis machine
tool, holding is given in terms of the orientation of the part.)

D) On the machined part, if the through-hole is drilled from the top face (f to),
then this operation has to be executed before making the slope to avoid slip of
the drill. Alternatively, if the hole is made from the bottom face (f bo), then
the hole must be drilled before milling the u-slot, so as to avoid breakage of
the drill. In the bending example, the fourth advice on Fig. 3 can be captured
as a resource constraint conditioned by operation precedence.

Table 1. Compatible resource combinations for the operation producing uslot.

Operation Tool Holding Tool Holding
uslot e mill +x−y−z s mill −z−y−x

−y−x−z +y−z−x
−x+y−z −z+y+x
+y+x−z −y−z+x
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Interactions of constraints. Different instances of the constraints may inter-
act and even get in conflict with each other. Cycles in the graph of precedences
are typical examples of conflicts in PP (see e.g., [11,22]). For a more subtle,
though simple example of interaction consider Fig. 4 with operations i, j and k.
Suppose the constraints oi < oj and oj < ok. Now, a setup segment constraint
introduced for operations i and k is satisfiable only if all the three operations
have overlapping sets of holding resources, i.e., if Hi ∩Hj ∩Hk = ∅.
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Fig. 4. An interaction of basic constraints.

If the above system of constraints has no solution and the constraints are
soft, then the problem can be relaxed in the following ways: (1) If Hi ∩Hk = ∅
then the setup constraint has to be neglected. (2) If Hj does not have a common
subset with Hi and Hk, then either the setup constraint or one of the precedence
constraints should be passed by.

3.3 The Evaluation of Plans

A process plan is determined by the values of the oi, hi and ti variables. The
variable assignment has to satisfy all the hard constraints; hence, the plan de-
termines a permutation of the operations, with single resources assigned. Such
plans are called feasible. The cost of a plan has two components:

– The cost of operations. The cost of each individual operation, ci depends on
the assigned resources.
– The change-over cost of resources. The cost of changing the holding device

between two subsequent operations i and j is calculated as follows:

change holdingi =

{
change holding if hi = hj ,
0 otherwise.

The same applies for changing the tools with the constant change-over cost
change tool.

Hence, the total cost of a plan is:

∑n

i=1
ci(hi, ti) +

∑n−1
i=1

(change holdingi + change tooli)

Note that resource changes impose usually far higher costs than the opera-
tions because re-positioning and re-fixturing takes considerable time and deteri-
orates the accuracy of the manufacturing operations. However, in the machining
domain changing the holding device used to be more expensive than changing
the tool, while in the bending domain it is just the other way around.
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4 Solving CAPP Problems by CP

Our planning system was built by using an advanced constraint programming
environment, the Mozart (Oz) system, that is freely available for research pur-
poses from http://www.mozart-oz.org/. Below we use its terminology.

The domains of variables are either finite sets of non-negative integers (FD)
or finite sets with no specific structure (FS). Some types of the constraints can
be checked efficiently and their implications are easy to find. These, so-called
basic constraints are stored in the constraint store. Further, so called non-basic
constraints cannot be checked in an efficient way (e.g., (in)equalities over the
sum of several FD variables). The mutual satisfiability of these constraints is
handled by propagators that automatically trigger each other while running in
quasi-parallel threads. Since the propagation machinery is incomplete, the solu-
tion space must be searched: so-called distribution introduces a new, artificial
constraint c and divides the original problem by adding c and ¬c to the copies
of the store. If the constraint store becomes inconsistent, work continues on the
other copy; in the last resort, the system backtracks. For finding a useful con-
straint c a number of built-in distribution strategies are available, such as the
first-fail. Customized distributors can be programmed, too.

The search may run for a single solution and for all solutions. By default,
the system enumerates solutions in a depth-first manner. Satisfiability and opti-
mization can be coupled by branch-and-bound : here the cost of the best solution
found imposes a new constraint on the cost of further solutions.

Table 2. Basic constraint programming techniques applied.

operations finite domain variables

precedence constraints I < J ; I + 1 = J ; I + 1 = J or J + 1 = I

resource alternatives finite set variables

setup constraints A ⊆ B and B ⊆ A
conditional constraints reified constraints (c⇒ B)

soft constraints reified constraints

Table 2 shows how key elements of the PP model have been mapped to CP
concepts (for more details, see [14,24]). We have defined a domain description
language and compiled the domain model into the language of the Mozart engine.
The planner was constructed by using the built-in propagation, distribution and
branch-and-bound search methods of Mozart. However, to solve the problem
we had to develop specific solution methods. Below we analyze the role of the
elements of the model and describe the solution strategy.

4.1 Key Characteristics of the Optimization Objective

The most relevant characteristic of the cost function we found by experimen-
tation is that useful lower cost estimates cannot be made by considering either
relaxed problems (e.g., plans with some resource constraints discarded) or par-
tially specified solutions (e.g., plans with undefined ordering of some operations,
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with resources left free). Without such estimates, the only optimization con-
straint available is the cost of the best solution found earlier.

Since the engineering meanings of various kinds soft constraints are different,
there is of no use to sum up their evaluations: the total weight of the satisfied
base predicates would be an inappropriate optimization objective. Hence, our
proposition contrasts with present techniques of dealing with soft (or valued)
constraints [17].

Due to the role of possible user interaction in further, subjective evaluation
of the solutions, the ability of getting a small relative improvement in the cost
value is far less important then having a handy environment for exploratory
problem solving. The other extreme, an approach without optimization would
be contradictory to the engineering requirements: offering the user a large bundle
of all the feasible solutions, with no ordering among them, would waste precious
resources since best solution(s) at the current level of abstraction are usually the
input(s) to the next, finer level of engineering problem solving.

4.2 The Roles of the Soft Constraints

In our approach soft constraints have a role in a variety of techniques, that are
used for different purposes. Each soft constraint can be used in two modes:

– In query mode the evaluation of the soft constraint is freely used in the
constraint script (e.g., as read-only control information that helps the engine
to point out the good distribution step).
– In cutting mode, the soft constraint has to be fulfilled just as a hard one. Dif-

ferent settings of the constraint’s threshold value lead to different solutions.

Soft constraints are suitable tools for a variety of search control purposes. In
cutting mode, soft constraints can be used for the following purposes:

– When dealing with over-constrained problem formulations, by replacing a
conflicting set of hard constraints G with a single soft constraint. Using the
predicate group G and an appropriate threshold lG the problem may become
satisfiable.
– For finding a maximal subset of conflicting pieces of advice by replacing a

conflicting set of hard constraints with a soft one. It will work as an opti-
mization constraint.
– Dealing with under-constrained problem formulations: by introducing soft

constraint(s) the size of the search space can be decreased. If the space
became too small (e.g., a known, good solution was not generated), then the
threshold(s) should be relaxed. However, it is hard to tune these settings so
that the best solutions should not go lost again. In PP, setup constraints
are extensively applied for this purpose. Another opportunity is to implode
the search space by breaking symmetries. This technique can be applied to
a wide range of CAPP problems, since 95% of the machined parts possess
some degree of symmetry (see [19]).
– By using the lG threshold values as aspiration levels, plan evaluation could

find a balance among the various aspects given by the soft constraints.
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In the query mode combined with the cutting mode, soft constraints can be
used for learning by incorporating lessons of earlier runs into similar problem
instances. E.g., having got an idea of the proper order of exploring the decision
alternatives at a distribution point, with using soft constraints in the query mode,
it is straightforward to use limited discrepancy search (i.e., iterated depth-first
search with increasing difference in the exploration order of the alternatives, as
suggested by best-first node-ordering [9]).

4.3 The Constraint Solver Engine

We have built a soft constraint solver applicable to the above purposes. It works
both in query and cutting mode with using the constraint satisfaction mechanism
of the available (hard) constraint engine. The solver runs the problem instances
with the following control elements:

– the search mode is one of SearchOne, SearchNext, SearchAll, SearchBest;
– a cost function f for evaluating and ordering the solutions;
– an upper limit C of the acceptable cost;
– a vector L for the thresholds of the soft constraints.

Returned is a set of solutions generated according to the above control data.
If no solution is found within the given computing limits, then the empty set is
returned. To each solution further information is attached: (1) the computing
cost of getting the solution; (2) relative improvement in the cost value; and (3) a
vector that indicates which soft constraints are active in the solution (i.e., which
thresholds are touched).

The engine can be used in a number of ways:

– First of all, one may use it in the strong cutting mode, by setting the thresh-
olds in the soft constraints so high that they become hard constraints and
then searching for the cost-optimal solution in this restricted solution space.
This approach strives to maximize the applied domain knowledge, but rarely
gives a solution because most of the problem instances are inherently over-
constrained.
– Another basic strategy is when the engine increases the thresholds of soft

constraints as high as possible. This is a kind of multi-objective optimization
strategy for various aspects of plan quality, and it may be combined with the
objective of minimal cost. Unfortunately, the computational burden makes
the application of this strategy prohibitive for all but the simplest problem
instances (c.f., [17]). Hence, we have not applied it. Planning problems with
specified aspiration levels and a cost function could be solved, provided the
aspiration levels were high enough. However, finding a strategy for setting
the threshold values is an open problem.

All in all, we had to combine the strategies into an approximating search
method, aimed at finding maximal thresholds of the soft constraints and cheapest
plan together. The resulting strategy (Fig. 5) performs multiple resolution search
and produces a series of solutions where new solutions Pareto-dominate the
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Fig. 5. The search strategy CONSOLIDATE-AND-OPTIMIZE.

earlier ones. The strategy uses the most recent solution s for constraining the
next search pass: its cost C(s) is used as an optimization constraint, and the
values of the satisfied soft constraints are fed back in the threshold vector L. A
search pass is stopped when a new solution dominates the result of the previous
pass. For the purpose of guiding the search (but not for comparing solutions) we
use also an evaluation function v that calculates the total value of the satisfied
soft constraints. In subsequent passes the strategy alternates the f cost function
between the “real” cost c and v.

5 Experiments

We have conducted experiments with several instances of process planning prob-
lems. These investigations have been focused on the representation power of the
planning model and the performance of the solver.

The constraint-based planning model has been validated both in the ma-
chining and bending domains. The problems were hand-coded into our domain
description language that handles the constraint types introduced here. We did
our best to cover all aspects of process planning and to build models as detailed
as possible, no matter whether some constraints contradict each other or not.
The representation power of the model proved to be sufficient enough in both
domains. On the other hand, all facilities of the model have been used – though
never in the same problem instance.

Figures 6 and 7 show solutions and performance statistics for the two ex-
ample problems. The problems – like the domains – are rather different: while
machining needed much more search, in bending the key issue was finding a
maximal subset of soft constraints. Note that on the level of the CP mechanism
the planner needs much more variables than on the domain level.

In every case, the search engine coped with the complexity of the problem
and gave acceptable results within reasonable response time. The solution of the
machining example is optimal (and in this problem instance all soft constraints
could be satisfied), the bending problem may have a slightly better plan, however
only at lower thresholds.
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Fig. 6. Solution of the machining example, with the tree of the last search pass.

Fig. 7. Solution of the bending example, with satisfied thresholds and maximal weights
of soft constraints.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

This research aimed at developing a generic constraint-based model and planning
method for CAPP, a practical planning problem. The central claims are that:

– The constraint-based representation has enough expressive power to capture
relevant pieces of domain knowledge, even if they are inconsistent.
– Cost functions, hard and soft constraints form a minimal set of concepts

that, if used together in a proper way, do offer an efficient and extendible
framework for dealing with CAPP problems. In our framework we can deal
with several planning tasks, including setup planning, resource assignment
and operation sequencing.
– Clear-cut separation should be made between the domain-level description

of the actual planning problem and the dedicated problem solver. It is, how-
ever, advisable to drive the solver by a general-purpose, powerful constraint
engine. This separation enables the consolidation of data and knowledge
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coming from a variety of sources, and helps to shift the attention between
the logical and optimization aspects of planning in a smooth and principled
way.

In the future we intend to improve the performance of the solver by the
application of customized distribution strategies and by learning from lessons
of earlier sessions. Such improvements will certainly be needed when scaling up
the model by including also the machine dimension. We need also interactive
solution strategies to support the user in exploring the space of plans.
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the NRDP grant No. 2/040/2001.
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